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MicroMatrices Ltd explored a putative Mode of Action (MoA) in rats, following calorific restriction. The hypothesis 

involves an association between calorific restriction, delayed hypothalamic dopaminergic neuronal senescence and 

prolongation of oestrus cycling in a two-year rat bioassay. It was hypothesised that calorific restriction drives signal-

ling pathways which result in continued dopaminergic stimulation of the pituitary, reducing prolactin and maintain-

ing oestrous. The study aimed to investigate this hypothesis by performing unbiased and focused microarray anal-

ysis on rat tissue recovered from FFPE sections by laser dissection targeted (LDT) microarray analysis. The ability to 

laser dissect specific tissue regions/sub-regions using the ZEISS PALM MicroBeam system  in Formalin Fixed Paraffin 

Embedded (FFPE) material is key to our approach, because it facilitates retrospective MoA assessment,  using  

existing archived tissues. This approach enables hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing using ‘focused’  

microarray and pathways analysis, without the necessity for further in vivo work.

Figure 1  Triple fluorescence staining of rat hypothalamus (A) median eminence (B)(C) arcuate nucleus. Red = tyrosine hydroxylase, Green = leptin recep-
tor, Blue = DAPI nuclear counterstain.
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Experimental protocol

The tissue used in this investigation was taken from archival 

FFPE blocks from a two year rat bioassay. A ZEISS microdis-

section system was used to laser microdissect tissue from liver, 

hypothalamus, ovary, uterus and pituitary sections mounted 

on PALM membrane slides. Total RNA was then analysed using 

expression and miRNA arrays using an Agilent microarray 

platform. The data was further processed using Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis software (IPA). Validation of the microarray 

data was provided by immunostaining IHC and in situ 

hybridisation (RNAscope™) analysis on selected tissues.

LDT microarray and Pathways Analysis

RNA was extracted using the Qiagen miRNeasy FFPE Kit. 

mRNA and miRNA microarray analyses were performed. 

Signature lists of differentially expressed genes (DEG) were 

generated using R and GeneSpring GX Software. Unbiased 

and focused pathways analysis was carried out using Ingenuity 

Pathways Analysis software.

RNAscope™ in situ hybridisation staining

RNAscope™ in situ hybridisation (ISH) was performed on  

rat brain FFPE sections as described in the Advanced Cellular 

Diagnostics method entitled RNAscope® 2.0 FFPE Assay User 

Manual Brown. The number of DAB positive areas per field 

and the total positive DAB stained area (μm²) per field were 

calculated.

Figure 2  Flow diagram of the hypothesis following the observation of 
increased uterine tumors following caloric restriction  

Figure 3  Before and after laser microdissection photographs of histological sections of rat tissue. Cross section of pituitary gland (A) showing anterior pituitary 
outlined and a wedge shaped part of the posterior pituitary that was not removed. A coronal section of rat brain (B) showing the area of hypothalamus removed 
for microarray analysis. 
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Figure 5 Light micrographs of coronal rat brain sections at the level of the hypothalamus (A to D) and pathways analysis of microarray data showing up-regulation 
(dark red column) of TH in hypothalamus tissue (E). IHC (B) shows the localisation of TH protein positive neurones which is expressed at a higher level than in the 
control section. In situ hybridisation using the RNAscope method also shows an increase in TH at the mRNA level compared to control, thus corroborating the 
microarray data (E) showing that TH RNA was up-regulated in hypothalamus.

Figure 4  Representation analysis of microarray analysis of microdissected liver. Several groups of genes involved in toxicity pathways were overrepresented 
indicating the nuclear hormone receptor agonist status of the test compound. 
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Conclusions

The combination of ZEISS laser microdissection, Agilent 

microarray and molecular pathology techniques results in  

a powerful approach to analyse archival tissue (FFPE) for 

molecular markers and pathway perturbations which can  

be applied to toxicology and disease research. PALM Micro-

Beam from ZEISS has been central to the unambiguous 

microdissection of wax embedded sections. Laser microdis-

section resulted in sufficient mRNA to enable a tissue region-

specific unbiased pathways analysis for the identification of 

several candidate genes and gene expression pathways for  

hypothesis generation and testing. Using parallel tissue sec-

tions (from the same FFPE block) and armed with information 

gained from the unbiased and focused pathways analysis, fur-

ther detail can be gathered by investigating the molecular pa-

thology using immunohistochemistry, RNAscope or other tools.
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